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1. Introduction 
 
Sustainability is important to MS Group. It is a corner stone in being a responsible employer. It 
represents a “ticket to play” within most of our business segments, and it is key in being attractive as 
an employer. From an environmental aspect, with a very challenging situation on CO2 emissions in 
the world today, it is vital for every company to work hard and structured when it comes to 
sustainability. And from a personal viewpoint, it just feels right.  
 
Sustainability creates value for all our stakeholders. At MS Group, the sustainability efforts start with 
our employees, who are the foundation of our corporation. Our work with sustainability rests on three 
principal pillars; People, Planet, and Profit. 
 
 

1.2 About this report 
 
This is the first sustainability report from MS Group. It covers the period from January 1st to December 
31st. The report has been approved by the MS Group Board of Directors and pertains to the entire 
Group, unless otherwise stated. Central KPIs which are reported to Latour on a yearly basis can be 
found at the end of the report. The report is not certified by any third party. MS Group issues the 
sustainability report internally on a yearly basis, normally during Q4. 
 
Within MS Group, sustainability is a matter that covers three areas: People, Planet, and Profit. In this 
report, each area will be presented in more depth. 
 

2. We are MS Group 
 
MS Group is a global provider of motion system products and services. We improve quality of life for 
disabled and elderly people as well as for other selected applications. We are passionate about 
helping people in their daily lives. Our mission brings us together, empowers us, and helps us to 
define our priorities and path towards increased customer and consumer value. Our vision is to be the 
preferred partner of motion systems for the global medical technology market and selected segments. 
  
MS Group develops and acquires companies characterised by an ability to build long-term 
relationships with customers and stakeholders. We have a decentralised structure based on a clear 
and simple governance structure. Our brands are managed in two divisions as strategic business units 
(SBUs) with high focus on customer adaptation. We collaborate within the Group on product 
development, operational efficiency, and international expansion. 
 
MS Group is a subsidiary of Latour Industries AB, a business area within Investment AB Latour, a 
Swedish mixed investment company listed on Nasdaq OMX Stockholm Large Cap.  
 
Group values are clearly defined in the Group’s cultural booklet and incorporated into our Code of 
Conduct model.  
 
MS Group has a joint mission and vision statement and a common strategy including a divisional 
strategy. The strategy is updated on a yearly basis. The output is partly the financial targets but also 
the desired position in terms of customer value resulting from customer feedback and internal dialogue 
on common as well as divisional targets. Group-wide strategic targets involve Culture, Digitalisation, 
“Easy to do business with”, and Sustainability, see figure below.  
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Figure 1: Desired market position. From Group Strategy from September 2020. 

 
Responsibilities within the governance structure give clear mandate to the divisions (SBUs). There are 
selected MS Group corporate policies and processes, one of which is the Sustainability Policy.  
 
Risk exposure is managed as part of the management process. Overall, risks are managed per 
division, operation, and IT respectively and followed up within the Group Management Team. Risks 
were reviewed during 2020, and we conclude that there were no substantial changes in risk areas in 
2020 compared to 2019. Some risks have become more and some less significant. 
 
To be able to manage all the requirements imposed on the company and to manage/balance how the 
company should relate to external stakeholders, we base all our operations on our Company/Quality 
Policy. This policy is presented in parallel to our vision and mission statement across all local entities, 
which are certified according to ISO standards. 

 

2.1 Company / Quality Policy 
 
Each local unit within MS Group adopts a local company policy for its operation. The Group defines 
ambitions for local certifications and objectives. All units and divisions work to achieve a higher level of 
certification over time as part of the strategic agenda. Even though our customers do not require a 
certain certification level, it is part of the Group’s ambition to be ahead of market requirements. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Example of a quality policy within MS Group. Example from REC 
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In figure 2, we can see an overview of the certification status within the Group. During 2020, focus was 
on passing certification for MDR requirements, with a deadline of May 2021.  
 

Site 
ISO 
9001 

ISO 
14001 

OHSAS 
18001 

ISO 
13485 

MDR Compl 
21 CFR  
Part 820 

(FDA) 

NRTL 
approval 

RoHS3 

REAC Poland 
(RPL) 

OK OK OK OK N/A N/A N/A Pending 

REAC Comp. 
(REC) 

OK OK OK N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AAT GmbH 
(AAT) 

OK Planned  Planned  OK Pending 2021 
Pending 

2022 
Pending 

2020 
Pending 

2021 

Batec Mobility 
(BAM) 

Pending TBD TBD 
Pending 

2021 
Pending 2021 

Pending 
2022 

N/A 
Pending 

2021 

 
Figure 3: Summary of certifications within MS Group 

 
 

2.2  Group Governance Model 
 

To ensure that each division/site complies with Group policies, performs according to financial targets, 
and delivers on KPIs, the governance model involves several methods: 
 

• A structured approach to ISO and other certifications. 

• Yearly management review 

• Frequent meetings with the Quality Management Team. 

• Weekly and monthly follow-ups of unit and division performance to ensure that activities and 
targets are in place and that improvements are implemented.  

• Customer surveys conducted in a structured way (minimum once every two years) to get input 
on continuous improvements.  

• Employee surveys conducted digitally and followed up on a monthly basis. 

 

2.3 Key Events in 2020 
 
During 2020, our focus has been to navigate through the global pandemic and adjust our operations 
and cost level to new market conditions.  
 
We finalised key product development projects. One example is the launch of the Cargomaster 
product in AAT. This product is more efficient and lower in weight compared to the current product in 
production and is thus more environmentally friendly. 
 
We relocated the Swedish assembly plant in the REAC division to the sister site in Poland. This 
enables REAC to support customers and provide value using less resources, resulting in a more 
environmentally friendly operation. 
 
We acquired Batec Mobility. Batec is an excellent example of products supporting our mission to 
improve quality of life. Batec enables the mobility division to offer distributors a more complete product 
range. It clearly improves mobility for more active users. In urban situations with shorter distances, 
“the Batec” can also replace the car for users who would otherwise use one. This further reduces CO2 
emissions while still improving mobility. However, to date, there is no scientific calculation supporting 
how much. Within Batec, some 30% of employees have some kind of disability. 
 
In the German organisation, a Lean management initiative was implemented, marking a first step 
in changing how we do business. Improving productivity further and reducing operational risks in the 
company, Lean is not a project but a way to constantly improve performance.  
 
AAT also outsourced key sub-assemblies to a local assembly partner where employees have 
disabilities.  
 
On Group level, involving key employees and stakeholders, we completed a materiality analysis, 
see section 3.3. 
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Various training took place during the year. One example is the implementation of new production 
lines at the Polish plant. Other ongoing training includes English language training in various functions 
in most plants. And last but not least, AAT did local management training to improve collaboration and 
leadership. 
 
A Code of Conduct was introduced, and key employees received training. 
 
A Crisis Policy was updated, including a specific COVID-19 policy to support the local organisations. 
 

3. Sustainability for MS Group 
 
The Group Sustainability Policy takes reference from the Company Policy as well as the Group 
Strategy Document. Clearly describing the company’s ambitions, the Sustainability Policy becomes a 
foundation for all work in this area. Within MS Group, this policy relies on three pillars: “People”, 
“Planet”, and “Profit”. The policy is published on each entity’s web page.  
 

 
 

Figure 4: MS Group Sustainability Policy. 

 
 

3.2 Bringing our strategy to life, CEO Comment 
 
MS Group has a set of principles for what we do as a business.  
 
First, our mission “To improve quality of life” and our vision “To be the preferred partner of motion 
systems for the global medical technology market and related segments” statements are bold. But we 
need to be bold considering the challenges ahead, especially when it comes to sustainability. MS 
Group has great people, a strong set of assets, and a clear strategy to guide us into the future.  
 
Second, we make decisions every day. We cannot put everything we do into written procedures. 
Therefore, we have our values. Our values support the way we make decisions. It supports our 
culture. Our culture is about how we interact within the organisation as well as with customers, 
partners, and society as a whole. Being a multinational company, we operate with the same set of 
values, but we allow for local dialects of that same culture. 
 
Third, our Code of Conduct, which is a policy / training program we get from Latour, outlines how we 
do business. MS Group complies with the Latour Code of Conduct, where selected colleagues receive 
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frequent training. Doing business in line with this policy builds trust in the organisation as well as with 
partners. 
 
 

3.3 MS Group Materiality Aspects 
 
During 2020, the Group completed a materiality analysis of the business. The aim was to agree on the 
aspects that are most important for our different stakeholders as well as understand the impact of our 
business on these aspects. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Result of the materiality analysis in MS Group 

 
From this analysis, we conducted an internal priority voting process among more than 40 employees. 
The purpose was to focus our efforts on aspects where we aim to make a difference in the near future. 
The result of this internal priority can be found under each of the sections People, Planet, and Profit, 
and will help us focus on our activities during 2021. 
 

3.4 A Sustainable Organisation “People” 
 
Our ambition is for MS Group to be perceived as a stable, attractive, and sustainable employer with 
our employees in focus. In addition, we aim to make sure our suppliers and partners work in 
accordance with a well-defined Code of Conduct. We are convinced that this attitude is a prerequisite 
for the Group’s continued performance and profitable growth. 
 
Social aspects and employee motivation are one of 3 key pillars in our work with sustainability. Social 
aspects involve leadership, management, responsibilities and authority, health and safety, and 
employee motivation.  
 
As one example, the Swedish section of MS Group within the REAC division works in accordance with 
equality and diversity policies. Developed by the HR team in close cooperation with the CEO and 
union organisations, these policies describe work in the following areas: 
 

- Working conditions 
- Harassment 
- Training 
- Competency development 
- Recruitment 
- Equality 
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The Swedish section of the REAC division is part of the Swedish “collective agreement”. 
 
Another example is the training conducted in AAT. Three modules of management/leadership training 
were completed during 2020 to take both the team and collaboration to a higher level. All activities 
were well in line with group values. 
 
 

3.4.1 Motivated Employees 
 
A positive work climate is key for overall group performance. A digital tool called Winningtemp has 
been implemented to make sure we focus on relevant topics for the organisation regarding the work 
climate. This tool replaces the yearly employee surveys since 2018 and can be used by each manager 
in the Group for quick action on trends relating to different topics set in the system. It increases 
participation and strengthens the organisation and team spirit. Each manager can and must regularly 
evaluate the Winningtemp results. Status and actions are followed up during monthly business reviews 
by the CEO, CFO, and COO. 
 
Competency planning and status are part of the yearly employee appraisals. At these meetings, an 
agreement is formulated between the employee and the manager. There is no central competence 
mapping done on Group level. The competency plan should always be available and is an agreement 
between the manager and the individual. It should be in line with the strategy and values of the 
company. 
 
The Swedish organisation has an employee handbook, available on SharePoint, to help guide the 
individual working conditions in the company. This handbook guides the employee on the following 
topics: 
 

- Sustainable company culture and values 
- Business idea, operations, objectives, and vision 
- Diversity, equality 
- The right to organise in unions 
- Leadership and organisational development 
- Information and communication 
- Health and safety 
- Crisis management 
- Recruitment and promotion 

 
In other countries where the Group is present, we follow local rules and regulations. 
 
Work environment in MS Group is a delegated responsibility. A specific KPI on incidents and 
accidents in each unit/site is monitored closely to ensure actions and transparency. Within the Polish 
units, for example, we have designated employees responsible for health and safety. MS Group has a 
positive attitude towards initiatives linked to health and ergonomics to ensure and improve on work 
climate and working conditions.  
 
As 2020 has been a very challenging year due to the corona pandemic, much focus has also been on 
defining local and global policies on crisis management related to the corona pandemic and how to 
manage situations where cases are detected locally. These were implemented during Q1 of 2020. 
When the second wave hit during Q3, all plants managed the situation very well, providing a healthy, 
calm, and safe work environment. 
 
Lean management is an integral part of our business processes. We firmly believe in engaging 
employees and continuously focusing on training. This effort can be seen as a common thread in all 
work within the function operations. 
 
During 2020, the Group implemented an external whistleblowing system to ensure and improve 
proper transparency and business ethics. The system fulfils GDPR regulations and guarantees 
anonymity as well as protects sensitive information. 
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3.4.1 MS Group Culture, the company booklet #We Move 
 

 
 

Figure 6: The booklet # We Move. 

 
The company has developed a booklet to support internal dialogue on company culture, values, and 
desired behaviours. The booklet is a summary of the company’s history, strategy, values, and key 
behaviours that we want to promote to achieve sustainable performance in everything we do. The 
culture in the company is based on the same values/foundation but allows for local interpretations, or 
different dialects of the same language if you will.  
 
The Board and the Management Team continuously follow up on talent management as well as on 
succession planning, compensation/benefits, and competency planning to safeguard the business and 
develop the employees. 
 

3.4.2 Code of Conduct 
 
Strong business ethics and a value-driven company are key to success in a business environment that 
changes rapidly. MS Group complies with international, regional, as well as local rules from 
authorities.  
 
We work with our Code of Conduct with key employees and partners. The policy provides guidelines 
on how to act in an ethical, social, and environmental manner. MS Group expects all partners to have 
implemented this guide or similar tools. A follow-up of our suppliers is done on a frequent basis 
through our Supplier Qualification Survey. 
 

 
Figure 7: Latour Code of Conduct 
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3.4.3 Corporate Social Responsibility 
 
MS Group participates locally and centrally in select CSR initiatives. The best known is “Solvatten”. 
Solvatten supports families with increased access to safe and hot water. The collaboration contributes 
to improved health, hygiene, and equality and increased use of solar energy, enabling a brighter future 
for all. Solvatten is supported by Latour and is a great example of initiatives where MS Group can 
participate for a better environment and improved quality of life – our company mission. 

 
 

3.4.4 Internal priority for 2021 on social aspects from the materiality analysis 
 
From the materiality analysis, the internal poll conducted among employees aimed at finding an even 
more “edgy” priority focus moving forward. The result of the voting suggests that the company needs 
to continue to invest in employee satisfaction, knowledge development, and health and safety. 
We believe we have enough tools and KPIs in place to support further initiatives in these areas during 
2021. 
 

 
Figure 8: Result of the internal poll on social aspects within MS Group 
 
 

3.5 Environmentally focused operation “Planet” 
 
The work of the Group related to the environment is partly described in the quality management 
system. In the REAC division, all processes and procedures are described in “SharePoint”, under 
Quality Management System. There are links to the company policies. 
 
AAT has a web-based quality management system. Batec Mobility uses a quality system based on an 
older version of ISO 13485. The aim is to implement ISO certification in Batec moving forward. 
 
MS Group continuously develops new products as a key part of the strategy. Therefore, the company 
has a responsibility to develop sustainable solutions, taking into account life cycle analysis, weight, 
efficiency, and more of such new innovations. An important aspect in this field is to ensure the usage 
of material supporting directives such as RoHS, WEEE and REACH. Yearly revisions with suppliers 
are also a tool being used to ensure that all Group entities support and comply with these directives.  
 
Below is an example of a final declaration of conformity from the REAC division, which we use when 
declaring conformity to our customers. 
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Figure 9: Declaration of conformity from REAC division. 

 
 

3.5.1 Other activities related to the environment and the climate 
 
There are several KPIs related to the environment. These KPIs are regularly followed up at monthly 
business reviews as well as through each local plant using the Visible Management System.  
 
Recycling methods are used via certified suppliers in each plant. As owner, Latour implemented new 
KPIs in 2018 to be monitored in the Group. Some of these KPIs are implemented in the monthly 
figures and will be further improved and refined during 2021. See figures below. 
 
The KPIs serve as input for each plant when defining activities on how to improve energy 
consumption, waste management, and more. There are many examples of waste-reducing activities in 
all plants, ranging from outsourcing activities, changing packaging, and more. 
 
Batec has defined these KPIs as well and will start reporting on results by 2021. 
 

                  
 
Figure 10: A summary of our KPIs related to the environmental ambition Data YTD October 2020. 
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Different entities in the Group use different sources for electricity and heating. Over the past 5 years, 

more and more examples of renewable energy use can be found within the Group, which is a very 

positive development. Below is a summary of such examples: 

  

 

RAB:  In Sweden, all heating used is District heating using wood chips.  

Electricity usage is mainly through Hydropower, certified according to the Swedish 

Society for Nature Conservation’s eco-label “Good Environmental Choice”. A mix of solar, 

wind, water, and biomass and thus renewable. 

 

RPL: All heating is based on Natural gas which is supplied indirectly from the landlord of the 

facility (MBL). The electricity also comes via MBL and is based on Coal. In the new plant, 

about 20% of all electricity will be based on solar panels. This is positive. In addition, part 

of the heating will be reused using air handling units to further save energy and make it 

more sustainable. The rest is still based on natural gas and coal. 

 

REC:  All heating and electricity come from Panatoni, the landlord. Currently, 100% of the 

heating is gas-generated. 100% of the electricity is based on coal. 

 

BATEC:  All electricity and heating are based on local sources of electricity. The company has 

signed an agreement to push for “green” electricity but cannot to date control exactly 

what is being delivered to Batec. 

 

AAT:  Up to 20% of all electricity is based on solar panels, the rest comes from a conventional 

German mix of energy. The Same goes for the heating which is 100% based on this 

source. The partner is called “Albstadt-Werke”. 

 

3.5.2 Internal priority for 2021 on environmental aspects from the materiality analysis 
 
The internal poll done among employees suggests that the company needs to continue to invest in 
waste management and carbon emissions from travel and transport. The Group has tools and 
KPIs in place to support further initiatives in these areas during 2021, but will add a specific 
measurement on transport and travel, see figure below. 
 

 
 

Figure 11: Result of the internal poll on environmental aspects within MS Group 
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3.6 Profitable growth “Profit” 
 
Profitable growth is a leading principle within the financial aspects of the Group. Our owners and 
stakeholders expect MS Group to grow our profits over time. We have continued focus on quality, 
productivity, and efficiency. Lean principles and automation are vital in this work. A sustainable 
business model is a fundamental aspect of everything we do. In our business, sustainability might not 
be a clear differentiator, but it does represent a “ticket to play” in the market. 
 
The Board has defined clear long-term financial targets that are monitored and managed, see figure 
below. 
 

 
Figure 12: Financial targets for MS Group. 

 
 

3.6.1 Internal priority for 2021 on financial aspects from the materiality analysis 
 
The internal poll done among employees suggests that the company needs to continue to invest in 
product development and innovation as well a customer satisfaction. The Group has tools and 
KPIs in place to support further initiatives in these areas during 2021, see figure below. Customer 
surveys will be conducted again during 2021.  
 

 
 

Figure 13: Result of the internal poll on social aspects within MS Group 
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4. Sustainability Targets 2021 
 
MS Group sustainability targets are defined on a yearly basis. They should be visible on the 
sustainability boards in each plant. The sustainability targets are a key element in realising the 
Group’s strategic ambition in sustainability. 
 

 Target 2020 YTD Oct 2021 

People • Winningtemp participation to > 75% 

• Implement sustainability boards in all plants 

• Track and improve on local KPIs 

Ca 75% 
N/A 

Acc. to target 

>75% 
Implemented 
Acc. to target 

Planet • Implement target on Carbon emissions from 
transport/ travel, electricity & heating 

• Measure and improve on renewable energy as 
% of electricity and heating 

• Improve on all environmental KPIs in all plants 

• Continue to implement certifications 

• Track and improve on local KPIs 

N/A 
 

N/A 
 

Done 
Follow strategy 

Acc. to target 

Implemented 
 

Implemented 
 

Improvement 
Follow strategy 

Acc. to target 

Profit • Achieve budget on OP (% of Sales) 

• Measure investments with sustainability index 

• Conduct customer survey in REAC/ AAT/ Batec 

• Implement sustainability targets in Prod. Dev. 

 
N/A 

2017/2018 
N/A 

>Budget 
Implemented 
Implemented 
Implemented 

 

5. Summary and Conclusion 
 
I have been part of this Group since the beginning of 2013. We have come a long way in the area of 
sustainability. We have added KPIs, created clear initiatives, and delivered. We have invested in 
product development, efficiency, solar panels, and much more. We are using digital tools to support 
our business. 
 
The future will be challenging but it will also offer opportunities. We know that we have a 
responsibility that goes beyond supplying high-quality medical devices. 
 
MS Group is committed to contributing to a more sustainable society in medical technology and 
related market segments. We aim to make long-term economic, social, and environmental decisions 
with responsibility for how our business affects our stakeholders. 
 
One of our values is “Caring”. We aim to achieve our sustainability objectives within our focus areas: 
Care for our Business, Care for our People, and Care for our Responsibility. Stay tuned for more 
results and achievements in 2021. 
 
 
 
 
 
Gothenburg 26 November 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
Mauritz Sahlin / CEO MS Group  
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6. Summary of reported KPIs 
 
Some guidelines and KPIs reported in the Group as well as to Latour are only measured on a yearly 
basis. These KPIs can be found below. 

 
 Group/ 

Division/ Site 
 Unit Result  

2020 
Target  
Long term 

Environmental Group Environmentally certified 
production sites 
 
Definition: ISO 14000 
certified production sites 
as share of total no of 
sites 

 
% 

of all 
production 

sites 

 
 
 

50% 

 
 

100% 

Social Group Gender equality 
 
Definition: Managers in 
the company (Top 
management team) 

 
 

% 

 
 

GROUP: 40% 

 
 

40%-60% 

Group Gender equality 
 
Definition: Managers in 
the company (Salary 
setting managers). No of 
female managers 

 
 

% 

 
RAB (1): 100% 
RPL (5): 40% 
REC (4):  50% 
AAT (10): 10% 
Batec (4): 50% 

 

 
 

40%-60% 

Group Gender equality 
 
Definition: Managers in 
the company (Board of 
Directors) 

 
 

% 

 
 

GROUP: 0% 

 
 

40%-60% 

Business Ethics Group Code of conduct 
implemented 
 
Definition: % signed (of 
all sales reps, purchasing, 
management and top 
management)  

 
 

% 

 
REAC (31p): 29 read, 12 

have done training 
AAT (15p): 12 have rea. 

9 have also done 
netigate training 

BATEC: TBD 

 
 

100% of selected 
employees 

Group Code of conduct 
implemented Suppliers 
 
Definition: % signed 

 
%  

as share of 
supplier value 

 
REAC: 90% 

AAT: 0% (Q1 Target) 
BATEC: 0% (Q1 Target) 

 

 
TBD 

Group Code of conduct 
implemented Agents / 
Distributors 
 
Definition: % signed 

 
 

% 

 
REAC: N/A 
AAT: TBD 

BATEC: TBD 

 
 

TBD 
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Appendix 1: Material reported to Latour 
 
The sustainability report includes a subsection with questions to be reported to our owner Latour on an 
annual basis. These questions vary from year to year, but summarise key sections of the sustainability 
work.  
 

• Present an overall status of the strategic sustainability work during 2020, with reference to 
the guidelines from Latour from December 2019.  

o Conducted a materiality analysis and a stakeholder analysis.  
o We also interviewed 40+ employees and involved them in the stakeholder analysis, giving 

us a priority list for our work in 2021. 
o Moved and finalised the relocation of the REAC AB production site to REAC Poland. 
o Launched new products with improved performance and lower weight. 

▪ Example: New Cargomaster with lower weight (from 24 kg to 21 kg) 
o Implemented a whistleblowing system across the organisation. 
o Implemented a lean approach in the AAT plant. 
o Updated current crisis policy twice with a specific subsection related to COVID-19. 

 

• Are we using additional KPIs other than those presented from Latour? If so, which ones? 
Any new ones this year?  

o We use Winningtemp, a digital tool for measuring employee satisfaction. 
 

• Have we identified any specific opportunities/risks linked to sustainability, and how do we 
manage such opportunities/risks? 

o No specific risks detected. 
 

• Which of the UN sustainability targets have we chosen to focus more on? 
o Since 2019, MS Group has chosen to support the following UN guiding principles: 
o People: UN Guiding Principle 6 - The elimination of discrimination in respect of 

employment and occupation 
o Planet: UN Guiding Principles 7 and 8 - Businesses should support a precautionary 

approach to environmental challenges and undertake initiatives to promote greater 
environmental responsibility 

o Profit: UN Guiding Principle 10 - Businesses should work against corruption in all its 
forms, including extortion and bribery 

o These guiding principles have not led us in any other direction than what we include in the 
sustainability report and the current KPIs that are relevant for our business. 

 

• Are there any substantial deviations during the year, and any information on how these 
have been handled? 

o Due to the global pandemic, we updated our crisis policy, implemented a specific COVID-
19 policy as well as local policies on how to manage the situation. 

 

• Have we conducted any employee surveys during the year? What does the result look like? 
o We use Winningtemp to work with the organisation and employee satisfaction. 
o During our monthly business reviews, we regularly follow up on local focus points. 
o The most important point is to ensure a participation of >70%. (Typically, when using a 

digital tool, one should expect 70%-80% participation.) 
o The tool/process is working well. 

 

• How do we work with competency development and recruitment in the organisation, also 
viewed from a diversity perspective? 

o Employee appraisal takes place every year. 
o During each appraisal, a contract is established between the manager and the employee 

on training ambitions for the next 12 months. 
o It is the responsibility of each employee to make sure that any training is completed. 
o Each site measures number of training days. On average, each site must have 3-5 

training days per employee per year. 
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o No specific diversity training has been conducted in the group.  
 

• Has there been any reporting of irregularities via the whistleblowing system? 
o The whistleblowing system has been up and running since Q1 2020. 
o So far, no irregularities have been found/reported. 

 

• What kind of CSR society engagement initiatives are we participating in? 
o Mainly Solvatten 
o RPL - Promoting activities by co-sponsoring health-related activities  

“Do Góry Kulami” (A girl who lost her leg due to cancer at the age of 12, climbed 
Szpiglasowy Wierch, collecting donations along the way to buy a wheelchair for children.) 

https://youtu.be/fCLtPMp4mCY 

o Local sponsoring activities at each site 
 

• List of tangible examples of activities related to sustainability executed during the year. 
(Local municipal initiatives, employee-related activities, sustainable investments, specific projects, 
others) 
 

REAC 
Division 

RAB • Christmas gifts, Christmas lunch 

• Physical therapy offered (Massage for all employees) 

• Promoting activities by co-sponsoring health-related activities 

• Participated in the support of Latour Solvatten initiative 

RPL • Training staff in various programs (Language and more) 

• Promoting activities by co-sponsoring health-related activities 

• Daily soup during winter for all staff 

• Easter lunch, Xmas lunch/dinner 

• Social fund sponsored activities 

• Christmas bonus 

• St. Nicholas 'Day for employees' children 

• Family day 

• Movie tickets 

• Sports card 

• Vacation benefit 

REC • Training staff in various programs (Language and more) 

• Social fund sponsored activities 

• Daily soup during winter all staff 

• Christmas gift, bonus 

• Summer lunch, Xmas lunch/dinner 

• Christmas card competition 

• Employee ideas competition 

• Employee transport 

• Holiday allowance 

Mobility 
Division 

AAT • Programs (Language and more) 

• Leadership training for leadership team 

• Christmas party  

• Summer BBQ 

Batec • TBD 

 

• Other information relevant for the Latour sustainability report 
o Note that we are relocating our plant in Piotrkow (Poland) to a completely new location. 

This location enables us to reduce energy and make it more renewable. Up to 20% of all 

electricity will be based on solar panels. In addition, air handling units will be used to 

further reduce natural gas for heating. 

o RPL - In December 2020, our Team Leaders will be trained in “Energy management 

according to ISO 50001”. The ISO 50001 standard specifies the requirements for the 

https://youtu.be/fCLtPMp4mCY
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establishment and implementation of an energy management system, the purpose of 

which is to apply a systematic approach to achieving continuous improvement of energy 

efficiency, including energy security. ISO 50001 aims to help organisations reduce energy 

consumption and thus lower energy costs and greenhouse gas emissions. 

• Attached Sustainability Policy MS Group 
o See this report as the first draft of Sustainability 


